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Aesop’s language – archetypes and contemporancity
In order to define the notion of Aesop’s language as such one
has to realize that its existence is provided exclusively by the
so-called collective memory which is fundamental for the cul-
ture of civilization. From the aforesaid it might be assumed that
Aesop’s language is a socially-intellectual phenomenon which ac-
quires sense in direct communication with an individual. This
certainly does not exclude any artistic searchings on the part of
single personalities, allowing for the functioning in them of auto-
nomous, author-created regularities.
The use of Aesop’s language may be viewed upon both in the
context of culture of global civilization and within the framework
of a particular, specific and unique in its kind cultural region
and period of historical development. It may be regarded as a
functional value because one and the same exposition may have
quite different meanings at a time depending on its function,
within the overall system of collective historical existence.
What are the semiotic prerequisites for the human experience
to be able to transform itself through Aesop’s language into some
particular artistic creation? Well, the existence of culture as such
already provides for the necessary framework alongside with re-
gulations which are essential for the preservation of conventional
experience. To begin with one has to accept the phenomenon of Ae-
sop’s language as an existent entity. In other words, in order to find
it one has to be competent in looking for internal regularities inher-
ent in a particular piece of art as well as to orientate oneself in its
contextual cultural background, serving simultaneously both as an
explanation and evidence. Thus, a way will be paved to the under-
standing that Aesop’s language in itself proves to be a mechanism
of not only organizing information but also preserving it with the
aim to retain and fix collective human experience in every sphere
of life, art included, namely music, literature and painting. Going
down to particulars, one may conclude that Aesop’s language has
got its specific model of existence. In other words, it means that
its principal structural element seems to be its systems of coding
which in their turn are dependent on the above-mentioned social
and historical conditions. It is possible to reconstruct the essence
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of a particular work of art only in one way – finding and approach-
ing the specific code. And this, in its turn, reveals the necessity for
semiotic analysis in a serious approach to a piece of art in order to
apprehend its subdued secret message.
It follows from the above that searchings for the manifestati-
ons for Aesop’s language are always centered within the level of
contents of the particular work of art. Besides, they always call
for analytical approach because the language in question is cha-
racterized by structural multiformity and freedom of expression,
starting with straightforward citations and allusions and ending
in the technique of its composition and texture, all the above
being indicative of the multiform understanding of its contents.
In order to investigate any creative effort, a systematic ap-
proach is essential. The creative awareness of every single artist
is combined of numerous speculative elements both notional and
imaginary, such as empirical knowledge, wording, visual as well
as auditive memory, extended associations, intuition, fantasy, etc.
Specific combinations of the above elements make up a system
which predetermines the individual uniqueness of every creative
procedure. Therefore, when searching for the key and motivation
for the use of Aesop’s language or, to put it differently, for the
otherness of expression, one needs to be familiar with the con-
textual background of creative effort of every particular artist,
both social and individual. The biographical element of an artist
is always inherent in his artistic contribution, serving as a means
of specific motivation.
It should be stressed that almost all the above-mentioned ele-
ments of creative thinking are dependent on the historical context
of an artist’s life, which affects the system of every individual’s
notions and views. It is most vivid under all totalitarian regimes,
for instance, nazism and socialism, where owing to strict censorial
restrictions free and open exchange of ideas is made impossible.
It is in works that have been created right under such conditi-
ons that Aesop’s language has been applied most frequently. In
such cases the hidden meaning of phrasing one’s thoughts invol-
ves either ideas which are contradicting and unacceptable for the
political regime in question or ideas which are common for the
whole of mankind. Most often it implies criticism of the given
totalitarian regime as we see it in the opera by Carl Orff Master-
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mind where the personages of three declassed vagabonds acting
within the framework of a fairy-tale and who have as if stepped
out of Bertold Brecht’s Three penny opera, display a severe cri-
ticism of the relevant social order. Also Dmitry Shostakovitch
interprets his personal soul tragedy in totalitarian Soviet Union
in his 14th symphony.
Returning to the cognition that Aesop’s language is closely
linked with the collective memory on the level of cultural appre-
hension, a question arises as to the volume and continuity of the
memory in question. The history of civilization supplies enough
evidence that mankind can often lose a certain part of accumu-
lated information. However, this leads to our inability to decode
separate systems of signs and take in the relevant message. The
above certainly refers also to the otherness of verbal expression
or Aesop’s language. Sacral literature of ancient origin often ap-
pears to be enigmatic to contemporary people; impossible to be
understood unequivocally up to the end.
The volume of collective memory is limited. The epochs of his-
torical regression witness severe collisions within the sphere of
culture, the principal aim of which is to erase a certain part of
historical experience from collective human memory. An excellent
proof to the above is a retrospect to the social and political pro-
cedures in the countries subjected to nazi as well as totalitarian
regimes in the 20th century. Those are periods of stagnation cha-
racterized by a strict censorship which prohibits freedom of views
and restricts the horizons of collective human awareness. Actual-
ly, censorship has never and nowhere ceased in its activities, the
present situation in Europe included. However, to preserve in
mind the essential for itself ethical, aesthetical and other kind
of information as well as to provide for a certain opportunity of
expressing one’s views freely, collective human memory just un-
der intensified censorship starts using Aesop’s language in art in
order to conceal its feelings, ideas, notions, etc.
The global situation which is immortalized in the piece of art
has its roots in the system of artistic archetypes and fundamental
images, thus provoking contact with the problem of one’s sub-
consciousness. The element of archetype in one’s creative effort
results in the myth. Archetypes are formed in the collective me-
mory of the whole community. Further investigation shows that
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this procedure is linked with the uniqueness of the national me-
mory of a particular country. In the course of its development
civilization tries to preserve authentic ”extra-universal“ images,which provide for not only a more elevated notion of human life
within the framework of eternity, but also for the representation
of the above images in everybody’s individual emotional expe-
rience. Thus, a particular historical personage blends with its
mythical hero, the occurrence itself, in its turn, integrating in
the category of mythical activity. As to the levels of awareness
of European nations, they have even up to nowadays preserved
the archetypical perception of the world, actually, the revival of
archetypes is under way.
So, for instance, Jung focuses on the similarity between the
forces existent in Nazi Germany and the nature of the ancient
Germanic deity Voden (Odin) (the personification of the uncon-
scious mental forces). Voden, being a strong archetype, imperso-
nates both the temperament and experience of his race as well
as determines its nature and behaviour. In mythology Voden ap-
pears as the deity of tempest and thunderstorm who causes pas-
sionate conflicts (like wars). He is a wayfarer whose appearance
is always linked with some kind of trouble and discourse. Voden
seems to be a master of magic and disguise who is entrusted with
the secret knowledge. But at the same time he is also considered
to be the deity of inspiration, poetry and wisdom. He manifests
and impersonates the instinctive, irrational, emotional and crea-
tive forces of the national subconsciousness. It is not difficult to
make out similarity between the characteristic features pertai-
ning to Voden and the psychology of Germans under the reign
of Nazi and regression towards an antiquated and more primitive
level of Germanic consciousness. As every archetype involves in
itself ”the highest and the lowest, the good“ and ”the evil“, itis able to result in just the reverse. The Nazi emphasized and
brought to life the ancient images and symbols of the Teutons,
thus attracting the mighty and powerful archetypic forces1. Vo-
den, the ancient Germanic archetype, alongside with other per-
sonages of mythology is to be found in Wagner’s creative effort as
well. In the tetralogy The ring of the Niebelungs Voden formally
1Carl Gustav Jung, Aufsätze zur Zeitgeschichte, Zürich 1946.
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appears as the most significant among other deities, possessing
the highest power. However, this part seems to be specific, be-
cause Voden, being the supreme of the gods of Valhalla, is tied
up and restricted, or in other words, subjected to a higher law.
Wagner, contrary to later interpretations which predominate in
the epoch of national socialism, does not ignore this dual situa-
tion of mythology-based world outlook, but reveals it from anew
and further develops in his artistic approach to music.
Music involves in itself all the imaginable transformations of
the manifestations and phenomena of life. Transformation occur-
ring in music gives rise to its apprehension as a symbolic thing.
There is a diversity of definitions for this occurrence. So, ac-
cording to Arnold Schering, for instance, everything in music
should be understood as a language woven from symbols. It is
only through symbolic apprehension that one can get to the very
essence of the musical composition. Such symbols serve as a basis
for the essence of music and its perception. In the course of time
their motivation acquires a conventional or previously accepted
understanding. By means of the category of symbols this appre-
hension remains constant and does not undergo changes within
certain layers of cultural development. Therefore, we may state
that the category of symbols is linked with the basic phenomena
of life.
Any object or life phenomenon may acquire a symbolic value
only in such a case if it is understood as a manifestation in itself.
It is a very concrete form or object which at the same time re-
presents also some other idea or thing. It is common consent that
the creation of symbols is one of the most ancient manifestations
of the mental activity of mankind. Data available in literature
prove that already as far back as in the primitive society human
consciousness was saturated with different symbols which were
present in every manifestation of life. Symbol being the basic ele-
ment of poetry as well, makes it possible to deal with abstract
ideas in such a way as if they were concrete.
The process trough which a single object or phenomenon is
transformed to a symbol is very complicated and deep. While
under way, a linkage of identification among these things is sta-
bilized and determined. This process involves the participation
of such elements as intellect, fantasy, emotional world, subcons-
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ciousness, religion, and one’s individual level of culture. The ele-
ments of conformity which are answerable for the motivation of a
particular symbol, result from a combined activity of the above.
These elements are often difficult to understand, they are even
not clear because they are very distant from our way of thinking
and emotions. However, owing to difficulties which are associated
with looking deeper into the problem in question, a symbol does
not miss its attractiveness even in such an obscure, uncertain and
troublesome situation. For example, in the 4th symphony of the
Latvian composer Olgert Gravitis Atlantid the dead continent
has understood as political tragedy of Latvia.
Very vivid and comprehensible are symbols in the music writ-
ten by Peteris Vasks. His principal means of artistic expression is
the image of a bird which symbolizes the composer’s attitude to
life. In other words, it is the feeling of freedom, beauty and life.
Peteris Vasks makes use of this symbol repeatedly. He has even
created a whole cycle of ornithological music pieces, starting with
a quintet for wind instruments Music dedicated to birds far away
(1977). According to the author himself, the musical expression
of this particular piece has been predetermined by his belief in the
ideals of freedom, to be expressed through the singing of birds.
The finale of the given quintet is intertwined with hope that the
birds of passage that have left their habitat, have to return. So,
it is a story about one’s longing for freedom.
Most frequently this flying symbol is to be heard in the imitati-
on of birds’ voices and musical dynamics, creating a sensation of
a free flight. The composer, commenting on the train of thought,
hidden in his music, holds that bird as a symbol represents mani-
festations of an independent strength of will. Within the context
of political and predominating ideology in Latvia of the 70s and
80s the images of his birds acquire a marked nonconformistic
meaning – they appear as messages from the world behind the
”Iron curtain“, from the sky which is always open and limitless.The symbol of bird as vivid example of Aesop’s language being
used already in the ancient times, is part and parcel of the culture
of Toltecs, Mayas and Aztecs. We come across the image of bird
in the Holy Scriptures as well. The Holy Ghost appears to the
world in the form of a dove.
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The Fifth Symphony, in its turn, composed by Imants Kalnins
in 1979, reveals the mentality of the Latvian nation, its spiritual
attitude towards global proceedings. A unique symbol as the only
straightforward citation in the whole symphonic contribution of
Imants Kalnins, namely, the folk song Passing through the silver
grove is to be found in the finale of his Fifth Symphony.
What does this folksong tell about? The easiest way to ans-
wer this question would be – about ecological problems. How-
ever, such an interpretation is too narrow because the semantic
structure of Latvju Dainas involves a whole philosophical system
where ”silver grove“ appears as a methaphore with a particu-lar meaning. Actually, it is the mental layer of the structure of
the world, the principle of its ethical order. Thus, this Latvian
folksong, selected by Imants Kalnins, like Aesop’s fables, is cha-
racterized not only by its specific wording, but also by a certain
moral. Speaking about his Fifth Symphony, the composer says
the following: ”It is a very sad symphony about everything“
2. By
”everything“ we understand the personal tragedy of the artistand his feeling of isolation under Soviets.
The philosopher Ernst Kassierer in his work ”The treatiseabout a human being“ writes the following: ”Art is really symbo-lical. However, its symbolization is not transcendental, but im-
manent“3. It means that art as such incorporates not phenomena
beyond our awareness, but details of the global panorama inher-
ent in it. Hence, art can never be separated from the meaningful
sense, imparted to it by a human. In other words, art complies
with the regularities of human consciousness and can never act
only by itself.
2K. Ècrija, Izsutitá sirds, Riga: Latvijas Enciklopédija, 1995, p. 203.
3E. Kassierer, Apcerejums par cilvéku, Riga: Intelekts, 1998, p. 160.
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